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Abstract

The Entity-Relationship and relational database schema are the most popular
methodology for designing database. Several tools have been developed to support
drawing an ER - diagram or drawing Relational Database Schema (RDB). This paper
aims to develop framework called μE that can help database designers for mapping ERdiagram to Relational database schema and vice versa. μE is an automation framework
for mapping. μE framework improves reverse engineering techniques and useful with
legacy system. Architecture and implementation of μE framework are present in this
paper.
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1. Introduction
ER-Draw [1] is an educational prototype tool that used to support drawing ER-diagram
in graphical mode. ER-Draw also translates ER-diagram to a relational database schema.
Mapping entity relationship to relational databases in graphical fashion is the basic
function of the ER - Draw.
A lot of educational universities and companies have legacy database with nonexistent documentation. Legacy database with non-documentation is a complex problem
for systems need develop continuously. Mapping procedure is always needed for
improved database and for best database understanding.
ER-Draw work fine in the normal map (entity relationship to a relational database
schema) based on the extract entity type, attributes and relations [1]. Form driven
approach [2], support reverse- engineering techniques, for translating relational database
schema to entity relationship diagram. Form driven approach based on rules for extract
cordiality, relationships after analysis, context meaning [13].
This paper proposed tool called μE to mapping entity relationship toa relational
database schema and vice versa. μE is necessary to check your mapping procedure work
fine. The main idea of μE is to translate ER-diagram and relational database in single tool
based on transforming language. XML is transforming language (database, transform). μE
tool use Handshake file, which is an XML file, responsible for the mapping entity
relationship to a relational database schema and vice versa.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; related work is presented in
Section (2) that give a brief discussion about tools used to convert ER-diagram to a
relational database schema, and vice versa. Section (3) gives detailed description of μE
framework and its components normal and revers transform presented in section (3.1) and
(3.2) respectably. μE Pseudo code for normal transform section (3.1.1.) and Pseudo code
for reverse transform section (3.2.1.). A real example of how the μE framework can be
used on a package is described in section (4) with both normal and reverse transform
presented in section (4.1) and section (4.2) respectably, Followed by conclusions and
future work in section (5).
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2. Literature Review
The ER model was introduced as a tool for data modeling by P. Chen in 1976 [1].
Translate from ER diagram to relational database and vice versa discussed by Shuyun Xu,
Yu Li, Shiyong Lu develops prototype called ER-draw [4] that work for a mapping entity
relationship diagram to a relational database schema.
ER-draw based on XML diagram and this tool support object oriented techniques
[1]. Representing ER-diagram as XML discussed by P. Chen [2] on the other hands,
N. Mfourga proposed framework as part of relational database reverse engineering.
Framework translates ER from a relational database schema [5].
Downing Yeh a, Yuwen Li are present approach that is called DBRE support
extract extended entity-relationship diagram from a legacy database [10]. On the
other hand Valerio Cosentino and Salvador Mart´ınez proposed approach for
mapping UML/OCL [9] from relational database Yeh, D. focus on study how to use
reverse engineering with legacy database [14]. W. Premerlani focuses on using
UML in reverse engineering techniques [3].
ER diagram enhancements are main topics for designers and how make an ER
diagram easy to build. Designers need enhancement for ER diagram. Semi –
automatic assessment of conceptual database diagrams is the main topic for
BATMAZ, F. and HINDE present drawing tool compare student solution with
optimal solutions and help examiner to mark [7]. Peter Pin-Shan Chen proposed
method for mapping from English sentence to ER diagram [11]. Using natural
language based one structure and contextual meaning of the English language, such
as a common noun, transitive verb, etc. [8]. Helen C. Purchase, etl concerned about
which notation type (chain model and logical data structure) is very useful and easy
to use [8].
P. S. Dhabe, etl study articulated entity relationship (AER) to complete
automation normalization. [6]. David W. Embley, et al. proposed tool called
SQL2ORM (Object Relationship Model). SQL2ORM [12] approach precedes
automation correct transformation to high-level view. SQL2ORM produce
quicklytranslates from initial model. Then systematically develop a final model by
rearrangement entity, relationship and map the initial model to conceptual view.
Yang Dongqing and its researcher proposed Ana practical solution for the
modeling of real-world problems using first the extended ER model and then its
refinement into the relational model [15]. Yen-Ting Chen and etc. They propose an
algorithm to design of methodologies for building multidimensional models based
on source ER diagrams, and it contains incorporating two features, namely, grain
preservation and the minimal distance from each dimension table to the fact table
[16].
The reverse engineering technique proposed by Alalfi, M.H and etc. researchers
developed an approach and a tool to help bridge the gap between application and
data modeling based on source transformation technology. Both data and application
models can be manipulated using the same UML-based tools [17].

3. μE Framework Overview
The main structure of the proposed μE framework is shown in (Figure 1).
Structure of μE Framework based on recognizing XML file that generated from μEGUI. Recognize XML file which reading first tag to specify the type of map. XML
file are used as input for analytical process in two types of mapping. A new XML
file will be generated from the previous analyzer process as output. Visualizer
process receives XML file that generated from the analyzer process as input.
Visualizer process draws ER-diagram or relational database schema based on XML
constraints tags.
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Figure 1. μE Framework Processes

3.1. Normal Mapping (ER-diagram to Relational Database)
Normal transformation is transforming from ER diagram to a relational database
schema using μE framework. Recognize process use XML file as input to specify type of
XML (ER-diagram, relational database). Analyze process state after XML file received
with root tag equal “ER “analyze process, extract entity type, attributes, relations and
cardinality.
The main function of the mapping process applies the following rules if no constraints
between entity set, assign entity in a separate table. If an entity set has key constraints
with relationship, limited total participation, combine tables, that contains entity set and
relationship. If an entity has key constraints with relationship, plus total participation,
create, combine table that contains entity with a relationship with NOT NULL. If the
entity set has a total participation with no key constraints, μE enforce constraints. Output
of the mapping process generates relational database schema.
3.1.1. Normal Mapping (ER-diagram to Relational Database)
The following pseudo code represents a normal transform steps based on μE
framework. The database designer draws an ER - diagram using μE-GUI to create XML
files. Recognize function receives an XML file as input to specify type of map. Analyze
function used XML file as input and extract entities, attributes in one block for each
entity.
Mapping function received XML block and extract relation and cardinality between
two entities. Depend on type of cardinality and relationship type, XML file will generated
with constraints to create primary key and foreign key. Draw function used the XML
block as input and draw relational database schema tables based on XML tags,
constraints, primary keys and foreign key.
1
2
3
4

Input (X);
// load XML file
Recognize (x);
// recognizing function used to specify type of transforms.
If recognize (x) == 1 then
//For normal transform always recognize(x)==1
Analyze(x);
// analyze function used to extract entities and attributes, and adding every entity
// with its attributes in one block
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Mapping(x);
// mapping function used to find relationship and cardinality between two entities
If (cardinality ==1) then
// if the value of cardinality =1 then return 1 and the cardinality is 1-1
Add-PK (source, target);
// add primary key from source as foreign key to target.
Else if (cardinality ==2) then
// if the value of cardinality=2 then return 2 and the cardinality is 1-m.
Add-PK (source, target);
// add primary key from source as foreign key to target.
Else if (cardinality ==3) then
// if the value of cardinality=3 then return 3 and the cardinality is n-m.
Create (source , target );
// create function used to create new table with fields primary keys from source and destination
End if
Draw relational database schema;
End if

3.2. Reverse Mapping (Relational Database to ER- Diagram)
The reverse transformation is transforming from a relational database schema to ER
diagram using μE framework. Recognize process used XML file as input to specify type
of XML (ER-diagram, relational database). Analyze process start after receiving an XML
file with root tag equal “DBR “.Analyze process deal with reverse transformation based
on extract tables, columns after defining each table and its columns. Mapping process
starts after receiving an XML file from the analyzer process as input. Mapping process
applied following rules cardinality extraction, relationship extraction, normalization and
schema integration to create XML file contain constraints to draw an ER - diagram.
3.2.1. Pseudo Code for Reverse Transform
The following pseudo code represents reverse transform steps based on μE framework.
The database designer draw relational database schema tables using μE-GUI to create
XML files. Recognize function receives an XML file as input to specify type of map.
Analyze function used XML file as input and extract tables, columns in one block for
each table.
Mapping function received XML block and extract tables and cardinality between two
tables. Depend on type of cardinality and relationship type. Draw function used the XML
block as input and draw relational database schema tables based on XML tags,
constraints, primary keys and foreign key.
1
2

3

4
5
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Input (X);
// load XML file
Recognize (x);
// recognizing function used to specify type of transforms.
if (recognize (x) ==2) then
//For reverse transform always recognize(x)==2
Analyze(x);
// analyze function used to extract tables and columns, and adding each table
// with its columns in one block
Mapping(x);
// mapping function used to find relationship and foreign keys between two tables
If (re-cardinality==1 ) then
// the value of re-cardinality ==1 then return 1 and the cardinality is 1-1
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Remove-fk(table1, foreign key);
//Remove function used to remove foreign key from table1
Find-relation (table 1, table2);
// find-relation function used to specify cordiality of relation based on foreign key location on
tables
Else if (re-cardinality==2)
// the value of re-cardinality ==2 then return 2 and the cardinality is 1-m
Remove-fk (table2, foreign key);
//Remove-fk function used to remove foreign key from table2 that has many cardinality
Else if (re-cardinality==3)
// the value of re-cardinality ==3 then return 3 and the cardinality is m-n
Remove-table (table);
//Remove table function used to remove foreign key from table2 that has many cardinality
End if
Draw ER-diagram;

4. Employee Database Example
Suppose that employee in the company has following attributes employee name,
employee identifier, and employee salary, all of these attributes organized as follow
(name, emp_id, salary).company also include department with the following attributes
department name, department identifier and all of these attributes organized as follow
(dept_name, dept_id).
Suppose that cardinality is 1:M, Database designer need to transform employee
example in both normal transform and reverse transform using μE framework.

Figure 2. Generate XML File for ER-diagram

4.1. Normal Transformation Example
μE-graphical user interface generator shown in (figure 2). Which include two main
operations to help database designers create XML for ER-diagram and relational database
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schema tables. Normal transformation is transforming from ER diagram to a relational
database schema using μE framework. For employee example database designer need to
select ER-diagram and then draw ER-diagram using μE-GUI. After that click to generate
an XML file that will be used as input for μE framework.
μE-graphical user interface generator used to draw and generate ER-diagram XML file
that shown in (figure 3). ER-diagram XML file start with first entity name employee as
the first tag with attribute values organized as follows (emp_name, emp_id, salary),
primary key value equal (emp_id).
μE GUI extracts second entity name, department that shown in (figure 3) from
employee example, as second tags with attribute values organized as follows (dept_id,
dept_name), primary key value equal (dept_id).
The relation tag that shown in (figure 3), it contains the value of relation name
(work_on) and total value of the employee entity with a partial value of department entity.
Cardinality tag has two values for cardinality name and type as follows (one: many).

Figure 3. ER-diagram XML File
4.2. Reverse Transformation Example

μE-graphical user interface generator shown in (figure 4), which used to help database
designers create XML for relational database schema. The reverse transformation is
transforming from a relational database schema to ER diagram using μE framework. For
employee example database designer create the first table for the employee with the
following columns (emp_name, emp_id, salary). Database designer creates a second table
for the department with the following columns (dept_id, dept_name). Database designers
must specify a primary key value and foreign key value using μE GUI. After that click to
generate an XML file that will be used as input for μE framework.
μE-GUI generator used to draw and generate relational database schema XML file that
shown in (figure 5). relational database schema XML file start with first table name
employee as the first tag with column values that organized as follows (emp_name,
emp_id, salary), primary key value equal (emp_id).
μE GUI extracts second table name, department that shown in (figure 5) from employee
example, as second tags with column values organized as follows (dept_id, dept_name),
primary key value equal (dept_id) and foreign key value equal (emp_id).
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Figure 4. Generate XML file for RDB

Figure 5. RDB XML File

5. Conclusion and Future Work
Mapping form ER diagram to relational database and vice versa, is very important for
database designers. Some of legacy system with none documentation needs a useful tool
to extract relational database schema. Working with legacy system will save costs.
μE framework proposed in this paper deal with time saving, reduce complexity, and
improve reverse engineering techniques. Database designers have more chance to check
the validity and completeness of mapping procedure. μE framework based on
transformation database language (XML) and handshake maker tool. Cardinality and
relations are difficult to measure in relational database schema mapping process. Complex
database also is difficult to mapping using the μE framework because contains a lot or
constraints.
As part of the future work μE framework will be applicable to read and detect any
types of file not only XML file. Increase artificially by reading selected image, to identify
and recognize the type of input (ER or relational database diagram). Generate initial SQL
statements with DBR that give database designers overview of tables that should be exist.
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